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ADSCENSIO – at MUAC : Implementation roadmap

i4D under SESAR1

DIGITS - ADSCENSIO

Fully Operational 

MUAC Pre-OPS validations

CP1 
Target

December 
2027 

2009-2016

2016-2022

Continuous Evolutions

2012: 
1st Flight 

Trial
2014: 

2nd Flight 
Trial

July 
2019

May 
2022

This is just 
the start! Tool 

enhancements

HMI 
enhancements

Main pilar 
for TBO

Updates of 
StandardsFood for thought 

for many years to 
come!

PJ38 - Wave 3 
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Controller HMI and rules

 Discrepancy display of air-ground trajectory is fully automatic

 Display of ADS-C EPP flight leg and data (extrapolate) is via 
hovering over the label (including ToC, ToD)

 TOA Range request requires ATCO to select a point

 ATCOs can freely use the data as they see fit – no obligations (yet)

PJ38 - Wave 3 
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 MUAC FDPS continuously compares the FDPS-trajectory (based on ATCO inputs/OLDI 
messages) with the EPP downlinked trajectory

AF6/CP1 mandate features

 An automated alert is generated when air-/ground trajectories are not aligned (?)

 Grace period of 30 s(CPDLC) or 60 s(verbal) after the instruction to execute
1 recorded occasion when it helped spotting a wrong external sector sequence since implementation

PJ38 - Wave 3 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
It covers already the CP1 mandate.



MIL area
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Controllers can more easily check if route clearances were implemented correctly. 

1450Z FROM KHPN CTL OPEN

*UNABLE STBY*  

*LOAD WILCO*

CLEARED TO EVADI VIA 
ALASA

ATN B2: lateral clearances are loadable

CPDLC clearance

EPP downlinked 
from FMS

Regular misinterpretations of UM79 CLEARED TO [POINT 2] VIA [POINT 1]

EVADIALASA

EPP use cases for increased safety

8 recorded occasions of misinterpretations in MUAC airspace during 2022

Common mistake upon receipt of UM79:

Pilots have the option to push-load the clearances.

PJ38 - Wave 3 
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EPP use cases for increased benefits
Top Of Climb display allows controllers to estimate climb performance

→Less step climbs, more managed climbs (own rate)

EPP route
FDPS route

ADS-C 
logged on 
departure

Overflight

Aircraft’s position Aircraft’s position in 1 minute

Step climb additional fuel consumption 
(Airbus)

FL340(30 nm)-FL360(30nm)-FL380
A320: ~12 kg fuel / 38 kg CO2
A330: ~34 kg fuel / 107 kg CO2
A350: ~35 kg fuel / 110 kg CO2

FL340(30 nm)-FL380
A320: ~9 kg fuel / 29 kg CO2
A330: ~24 kg fuel / 76 kg CO2
A350: ~24 kg fuel / 76 kg CO2
Note: values are dependent on cost index/gross weight.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
WWW8 is a London TMA departure which needs to climb above crossing traffic. Without ADS-C, the controller will have to take a “positive-control” approach, meaning to either restrict the flight at FL320 below the overflight at FL330 or to give a vertical rate to make sure separation is established before lateral separation gets lost. In both cases the aircraft can’t follow it’s most efficient -London TMA departure is looking for FL350 (WWW8)-traffic in the way at FL330 (GGG3) and at FL350 (WWW7792)-controller needs to choose to stop him at FL320 or give a rate to reach FL340 before separation is compromised with GGG3-ToC gives the point for the controller for FL350, which shows that FL340 can be achieved well before the conflicting GGG3 gets close-with ToC there’s no need to impose a vertical rate, there’s no need to step climb.�It is visible that controllers need to uplink less CLIMB TO instructions to EPP-traffic due to the less step-climbs
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The displayed Top of Climb provides controllers with the possibility to give
earlier direct routings instead of having to wait until the aircraft is at level.

EEE2 on radar heading or step climb on route

Inbounds restriction FL280

Traffic of interest
To be descended 

to FL360

EPP route
FDPS route

ADS-C logged 
on departure

Potentially earlier direct

EPP use cases for increased benefits

Fuel/CO2 savings
Shortcut 1 nm @ FL380 (Airbus)

A320: ~5 kg / 16 kg CO2
A330: ~11 kg / 35 kg CO2
Note: values are dependent on cost index/gross weight.PJ38 - Wave 3 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Controller solutions for the inbound-outbound separationWithout ToC indication:-rate of climb to ensure separation + early direct routing ->we must rely on what the pilot “thinks” is achievable in terms of a rate (and which sometimes turns out to be overestimated by pilots)-lateral separation solution: lock the departure on radar heading 090 to ensure separation with the inbound (R1). When clear(above by 1000’ or passed laterally) send EEE2 direct [inbound sequence is higher priority than direct routing for departures]With ToC indication:-see where the avionics expect the Top of Climb and rely on that information – send EEE2 direct and expect it to be level as indicated (with a buffer)



Normal descent clearance: 1000-1500 feet/minute

WUK1SY, When ready, 
descend FL280 be level at 
NOGRO

FL380

FL280

EPP Top of Descent

Flying below 
the optimal 
profile

NOGRO
Restriction Fix for inbounds

EPP use cases for increased benefits

WZZ530, descend FL280 at 1000 feet/minute.

Top of Descent(ToD) and descent profile: controllers can more easily allow
“Descend when ready” if traffic permits.

Note: calculated with 450 kts ground speed

PJ38 - Wave 3 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
-ATCOs would never consider to give a higher rate than 2500 fpm as they would expect pilots to refuse it(due passenger comfort, overspeed, etc.). The average rate given is 1500 fpm. Passenger comfort considerations and additional buffers applied due to not knowing the exact descend rate the aircraft can do makes the descent profile less efficient.-Even without conflicting traffic, ATCOs issue earlier descent clearances because they do not expect the aircraft to descend at 3000 feet per minute.-With ADS-C controllers can just rely on what the aircraft wants to do, as if the FMS contains this profile then the controller can expect the aircraft to comply with the downlinked profile.
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Through the indication of the ideal Top of Descent(ToD), controllers are given the 
possibility to allow maintaining the cruising level for longer, even up to 20-30 nm.

MUAC has introduced DESCEND WHEN READY via CPDLC in November 2022

Fuel / CO2 savings through delaying ToD by 20 nm (Airbus)
A320 family aircraft(FL380-280): ~16 kg fuel / 50 kg CO2 saved
A330 family aircraft(FL380-280): ~37 kg fuel /117 kg CO2 saved
Note: values are dependent on cost index/gross weight.

EPP use cases for increased benefits

PJ38 - Wave 3 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
-controllers can see optimum ToD – it is always related to a restriction on the flight profile (either a lower airspace published restriction or one given by MUAC)-controllers can coordinate for a later descent in case local procedures would require an earlier descent and the descent profile shows that delaying the descent is desirable-controllers are more willing to give “descend when ready” instructions even with traffic around if they can see where the aircraft is going to start its descend and what level will it cross by the given restriction-Picture: without ADS-C the controller would give a descent clearance to the aircraft now to descent at 1000 feet/minute in order to cross the exit restriction (NOGRO) at FL280, about 10 minutes flying time ahead. The ADS-C ToD display allows the controller to delay the descent and let the aircraft descend in its own, most efficient manner (managed mode).
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Possible reduction of re-routings due to military area activations
Flights which are planned through a military area, which is soon going active can
be asked through the TOA RANGE function if they can speed up to get out of the
area instead of rerouting.

This is the point we want
to see the earliest time the
aircraft be over.
09:56 the latest.

Re-routing around the area

Military areas going active at 
09:55 instead of 10:00

EPP Use Cases for increased benefits

145 nm

120 nm

Fuel/CO2 savings

Shortcut 5 nm @ FL360
A320: ~25 kg / 79 kg CO2

A330: ~60 kg / 189 kg CO2

Shortcut 20 nm @ FL360
A320: ~100 kg / 316 kg CO2
A330: ~240 kg / 758 kg CO2

Note: values are dependent on cost index/gross weight.

Earliest time at point

PJ38 - Wave 3 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Every day there are flights which have flight plans through areas which can be activated on an ad-hoc basis by militaries. In case the controller receives a notification of the activation of such an area, he/she must check if all the flights will clear the area before it goes active to ensure safety.By using the TOA RANGE function of ADS-C, controllers can be sure if the aircraft can speed up to the extent of clearing the area in time, as opposed to following a conventional approach of turning the aircraft away from the area.
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Better controller awareness on the flight’s trajectory can result in earlier climbs
to optimal levels during cruise through the EPP

Flight Plan requested FL

Optimal FL

EPP use cases for increased benefits

Additional consumption/emissions

100 nm @ FL360 iso. FL380
A320: ~11 kg / 79 kg CO2

A330: ~14-33 kg / 44-105 kg CO2

100 nm @ FL340 iso. FL380
A320: ~29 kg / 91 kg CO2

A330: ~60-80 kg / 190-252 kg CO2
Note: values are dependent on cost index/gross weight.



 FMS trajectory can be checked anytime, discrepancy warnings 
reduce the need for monitoring → workload reduction
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MUAC’s overview on ATS-B2 benefits

Controllers/ANSPs

ADS-C benefits

 Reduced need for monitoring the vertical profile 
(ToC/ToD display) → workload reduction

 EPP can clearly show offset procedures during
weather-deviation, reducing the need of keeping
aircraft on radar headings → workload reduction

 Better ATCO awareness of the lateral trajectory enables
coordination for better routings beyond the limits of the
ground trajectory→ improved service

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Controller benefitsSafety: trajectory discrepancy awarenessInbound speed awarenessRequested FL awareness (initial+cruise)Clearance limit awareness before initial callBetter conflict detectionNetwork benefitsBetter prediction of sector loads → less regulationsBetter prediction of runway occupancy timesFuture benefitsImproved meteorological modelsMore accurate runway occupancy timesATC capacity increase through the introduction of semi-automatic ATC systems 



 Push-to-load capability for entering lateral clearances on board.
MUAC recorded 8 instances in 2022 where pilots entered the received
route-clearance wrongly (UM79 CLEARED TO [FIX2] VIA [FIX1]) →
safety enhancement

 Lat-Long coordinate uplinks: track shortening → less time in the
airspace → workload reduction

 Lat-Long coordinate uplinks: closed trajectories – aircraft will cater for
the wind effect itself, resulting in a much more predictable profile and
conflict detection → workload reduction + automation enabler

 Higher expected logon rates due higher pilot acceptance – less
“ABC123, log on CPDLC [XXXX]” → workload reduction

14

MUAC’s overview on ATS-B2 benefits

Controllers / Airlines

CPDLC v2 benefits in addition to ADS-C

PJ38 - Wave 3 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Controller benefitsSafety: trajectory discrepancy awarenessInbound speed awarenessRequested FL awareness (initial+cruise)Clearance limit awareness before initial callBetter conflict detectionNetwork benefitsBetter prediction of sector loads → less regulationsBetter prediction of runway occupancy timesFuture benefitsImproved meteorological modelsMore accurate runway occupancy timesATC capacity increase through the introduction of semi-automatic ATC systems 
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MUAC’s overview on ATS-B2 benefits

Airlines

Pilots

Airborne side ADS-C + CPDLC v2

 Optimized climb and descend profiles
 Optimized routes, less miles flown
 Fuel saving + Reduced CO2 emissions → greener flights
 Future(possibly): less regulations through a more optimized network (use of 

EPP ETA, runway occupancy parameter, etc.)
 Already available in MUAC’s airspace

 Link of the ATSU to FMS for easier handling of 
messages (CPDLCv2)

 Less radio usage for routine information requested 
by controllers

 Reduced Flight crew workload

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
CPDLC v2 push-to-load provides up to 25% quicker crew response time on complex route clearances with less chances of entering a clearance wrongly
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Uplink of Graphical Route Modification (GRM) – only for CPDLC v2(&4)+ADS-C
Controllers could simply select a point where they want
the aircraft to fly to avoid traffic or restricted airspaces.

It can result in less flown miles as there would be no need
to “find a direct point on the route”, which reduces the
flight leg and still avoids the sectors which don’t know
about the flight.

Closed trajectories help the aircraft to better global energy
management and lower fuel consumption. (Airbus)

Point A - Point B

Point A

Point A - Point C

Route to Point C via “new” Lat-
Long point through GRM

CLEARED TO C VIA LAT-LONG

Sector to avoid

Crossing additional 
Sector

CPDLC V2 + EPP use cases for increased benefits

MUAC is planning to implement this functionality in Q3/2023 for a selected ATCO group

Fuel/CO2 savings
Shortcut 1 nm @ FL380
A320: ~5 kg / 16 kg CO2

A330: ~11 kg / 35 kg CO2
Note: values are dependent on cost index/gross weight.



Benefits in numbers
Looking beyond the FIR boundaries with EPP 1/2

Flights on same profile

PETIL: Ground 
trajectory ends

Portion in MUAC 
airspace

EPP trajectory continues

R
H
EI
N

Copenhagen

Scottish

21-03-2023PJ38 - Wave 3 19

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
On an October night of 2022, 3 flights (2 ADS-C equipped) were inbound to the UK. After looking at the ADS-C data, the controllers could coordinate a direct by picking a point at the downlinked trajectory which is normally used, which saved ~26 nm for each flight.These kind of direct coordinations are easier at night/low traffic periods but sometimes they are also possible during the day.This is a perfect showcase how a flight which is not ADS-C connected, but flying the same profile right behind can benefit from the preceding companyship’s downlinked EPP information.
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PJ38: Statistics – current equipage and future/known capabilities

Airlines which do not confirm that they have trained their crews for the CPDLC v2 message 
set, can’t use B2 services with their equipped aircraft at MUAC.

21-03-2023PJ38 - Wave 3 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Sources:�-B2 list MUAC-CPDLC logs MUAC (“known”: cmLogonInd=CPDLC V1. CPDLC V2. ADS-C V1.-CPDLC logs MUAC number of adsPeriodicReq-traffic figures MUAC
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